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QUESTION 1

In your OSM solution, you have implemented the following property correlation expression as part of an order item
associated configuration for an order component named "ShippingFunction" in a product specification named "Device".
What would be the result of this expression at run time? 

A. The child order items of the order items in ShippingFunction are also associated with this function. 

B. The child order items of the first order item in ShippingFunction are also associated with this function. 

C. All order items in functions that depend on ShippingFunction in the Device product specification are also associated
with this function. 

D. All order items in the order are associated with ShippingFunction. 

E. No order items in the order are associated with ShippingFunction. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In a manual task, there are three text fields configured: FIrstName, LastName, and FullName. In the FirstName and
LastName fields, a Constraint Behavior is configured. In the FullName field, a Calculation Behavior is added with the
following XPath expression: 

While executing the manual task, a user enters values in the FirstName and LastName fields, but the FullName field is
not calculated automatically. What should be done to have the FullName field automatically calculated? 

A. Remove the Calculation Behavior from the FullName field and add it to either the FirstName or the LastName field. 

B. Add an Event Behavior to the FirstName and LastName fields. 

C. Eliminate the Constraint Behavior from the FirstName and LastName fields. 

D. Remove the Constraint Behavior from the FirstName and LastName fields and add it to the FullName field. 

E. Add a Relevant Behavior to the FirstName and LastName fields. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify three functions of the OSM Task Web client. 

A. It enables order processing personnel to monitor and manage tasks within an order and to ensure that all associated
tasks are completed. 

B. It enables order fallout managers to diagnose and manage the order fallouts associated with an order. 

C. It enables users to associate roles or workgroups with task and manually complete the activities associated with
those tasks. 

D. It enables users to monitor email notifications and handle them through acknowledgement, escalation, and
forwarding to other users. 

E. It enables users to suspend and resume orders, cancel orders, and create orders manually. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E49155_01/doc.73/e49159/web_intro.htm#OSMSM106 

 

QUESTION 4

You implement an expression condition XQuery in a decomposition rule. You want to execute unit tests with your own
order samples in a development environment before publishing this code. Which three statements are true about
possible approaches to confirm the validity of your code? 

A. Use a third-party XQuery editor to verify the functional correctness of the code. 

B. Insert in your code a call to an OSM productized XQuery function, which writes log messages on server log files. 

C. Verify the decomposition by using the Decomposition tree in the Order Management Web client. 

D. Verify dependencies by using the Dependency Graph in the Order Management Web client. 

E. Submit multiple copies of the same order concurrently to verify the functional correctness of the code. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify two mandatory properties that you must define when modeling an order item specification. 

A. the property that indicates the order item name displayed on the Order Management Web client 

B. the property that indicates what product specification is assigned to an order item 

C. the property that indicates what product class is assigned to an order item 
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D. the property that indicates the delivery date requested for an order item 

E. the property that stores the XML payload received when an order is created and associated with an order item 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

You must provide an interface to an upstream system to cancel orders in OSM without manual intervention. What is one
interface that could be used to perform this activity? 

A. the "CancelOrder" web service function 

B. the OSM database 

C. the "DeleteOrder" XML API function 

D. the Task Web client 

E. the Order Management Web client 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7

Identify two functions of the OSM Order Management Web client. 

A. It displays an order\\'s orchestration plan, including its associated dependencies, orchestration stages, order
components, order items, and processes. 

B. It enables users to create, copy, and amend orders. 

C. It enables users to manage notifications, thereby generating reports about an order fallout. 

D. It is intended for solution developers to handle orders and view relationships between different order items. 

E. It allows users to add new stages of decomposition and dependencies to an orchestration plan. 

Correct Answer: AE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E49155_01/doc.73/e49705/mdl_full_patt.htm#OSMMG600 

 

QUESTION 8

You are defining configuration management to support your OSM solution. What are two recommendations that you
should follow about modifications to the solution? 

A. If the modification is considered an evolution, the cartridge version should be incremented. Existing in-flight orders
will not be affected by this modification. 

B. If the modification is considered a fix to a problem in production, the cartridge version should not be incremented.
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Existing in-flight orders could be affected by this modification. 

C. If the modification is considered an evolution, the cartridge version should be incremented. Existing in-flight orders
will be affected by this modification. 

D. If the modification is considered a fix to a problem in production, the cartridge version should not be incremented.
Existing in-flight orders will not be affected by this modification. 

E. If the modification is considered an evolution, the cartridge version is incremented automatically. Existing in-flight
orders will not be affected by this modification. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

When sending customer orders from a CRM application, a customer sales representative (CSR) reports that order
requests are returning an error: "No matching Order Recognition rule found." After analyzing the error, you decide that a
catch- all recognition rule should be configured, so that these orders are still created in OSM. Which three actions would
you take to configure your new catch-all recognition rule? 

A. setting relevancy to a number lower than other recognition rules 

B. selecting the Fail Order check box 

C. implementing the Recognition Rule with an expression such as "fn:true()" 

D. defining an Input Message format based on the CRM message 

E. defining an empty namespace 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E35413_01/doc.722/e35415/cpt_request_processing.htm#autoId5 

 

QUESTION 10

This diagram represents the orchestration plan of an order that you submitted on January 1. The following are
configured in your cartridge: 

-

 Each order component has a minimum processing duration of two days. 

-

 The product specification of Order Item 3 has a minimum processing duration of four days. 

-

 In the product specification of Order Item 3, Order Component B has a duration of four days. 

Considering that the requested delivery date is set to January 10 for all order items, when will the order start its
execution? 
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A. January 1 

B. January 2 

C. January 4 

D. January 6 

E. January 8 

F. January 10 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

In your OSM implementation, you must send emails to a group of users every time a value is entered in a filed in your
order named "failureReason". Identify the feature that supports this requirement. 

A. Data Change Notifications implemented at the Order level 

B. Data Change Notifications implemented at the Task level 

C. Milestone Event Notifications implemented at the Order level 

D. Task-State Event Notifications implemented at the Task level 

E. Jeopardy Notifications implemented at the Order level 

F. Jeopardy Notifications implemented at the Task level 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12
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In your process, how would you model an asynchronous interaction with an activation system that has the following
characteristics: 

-

 The interaction includes one single request message and multiple response messages. 

-

 The number of response messages may vary depending on the use case. 

-

 The delay between the request and any response messages is considered too long and should not impact the process
of revision orders. 

-

 Any revision order received before the last response message should submit a new request to the activation system. 

A. 

a single task sending the request and receiving all the responses 

B. 

one task sending the request and receiving the first response and a second task receiving the subsequent responses 

C. 

one task sending the request and another task receiving all the responses 

D. 

one task sending the request and one task per response that is received 

E. 

one task sending the request, one task receiving all the responses, except the last response, and another task receiving
the last response 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Identify two approaches that you should follow in your OSM design in order to support multiple versions of cartridges. 

A. When there are multiple versions of a cartridge with multiple versions of an order, order recognition rules must be
modeled to recognize a specific version of the order instead of the default version. 

B. When there are multiple versions of a cartridge with multiple versions of an order, a single order recognition rule
should be modeled to recognize all order versions. 

C. To recognize a specific version of an order, the Target Order version of the order recognition rule should be set to the
revision of the cartridge where the specific version of the order resides. 
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D. Multiple versions of orders are supported when modeling cartridges in Design Studio, but only one version of an
order should be deployed at the same time in a running environment. 

E. When deploying a new version of an existing cartridge, the new version of the orders should be compliant with the old
version, because orders will be automatically migrated to the newer version. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

You have an XQuery automation plugin that performs several interactions with OSM, including searching for orders,
getting detailed order information based on search results, and deciding whether to suspend those orders or not. What
interface would you suggest to be used by this plugin in order to perform these interactions? 

A. web service 

B. OSM database 

C. XML API 

D. Task Web client 

E. Order Management Web client 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Due to internal errors in a downstream system, one of the automated tasks is receiving an error response to a request
sent from OSM. Considering that the error is an issue that could be resolved by simply retrying the request, identify the
functionality you would use to recover from this fallout scenario. 

A. Order Change Management 

B. Notifications 

C. Jeopardy 

D. automation framework transaction rollback E. follow-on order 

Correct Answer: D 
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